Moving a Rod & Fixed Shelf
Instructions for removing closet rod and moving a fixed shelf.

STEP 1. Remove closet rod by
lifting from under the rod
on one side. Remove rod
cups. Use flat head screw
driver or putty knife to
pry behind the cup if
needed.

STEP 2. Locate the locking cams
beneath the fixed shelf. There
are four cams on each shelf.
See above picture: when the
flat edge of the phillips screw
is facing away from the panel,
the cam is locked.

STEP 3. Use phillips screw driver
no. 2 to ulock each fixed
cam by inserting the
screw driver and turning
it 180 degrees or so the
flat edge of each screw is
facing the panel.

STEP 4. Once all cams are unlocked,
carefully tap one side then
the next to release the shelf
from the dowels in the
panels. Lift the shelf out and
set aside.

STEP 5. Remove the dowel studs by inserting your phillips screwdriver into the end of the dowel. Press towards the panel and give a few rotations in the counterclockwise direction to loosen the dowel. Next unthread the dowel by hand and reuse. Place dowels at any height along the panel and work in opposite order to the
replace shelf and rod location.

Instructions for reinstalling closet rods.
OVAL & SIGNATURE RODS:
Closet rods are very easy to move, especially if your closet features full-bore drilling .
Rods are movable along the drilling pattern
in your closet panels and can be placed
at any height. For hanging sections we
suggest that you leave one hole between
the rod cup and the underside of the shelf
above the rod.
Place a rod cup in the predrilled holes of
your closet panel and simply drop the drop
the rod into place in it’s new position.
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If you selected round rods, they
install using the 2-piece round rod
cups provided. To use these cups,
first mount the bases into the
system holes at the desired height.
Then place the cups over the ends
of the closet pole/rod. Drop the
pole with cups onto the mounting
base.
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